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Peppino Peppino launches its Fall22 collection reaffirming the gender-less approach. 

Faithful to our DNA, we continue to build our collections using denim as corner stone 
fabrication. This season we are introducing also premium Italian corduroy and nylon in a 
selection of our favorite styles. 

Peppino is and will always be a responsible brand. Not just by using eco-washes and vegan 
branding, but through the principle of small production lots, made in Italy using Italian materials, 
minimising our carbon foot print.

We are also expanding our Type 18 offer, originally made singular relaxed fit, now available in a 
sexier slim fit, as well as an exaggerated oversize option. While opposite sides of the spectrum, 
these two new additions bring together the curious uniqueness of Peppino Peppino’s aesthetic 
and individual style.

Lastly we need to celebrate our friends who have joined us in this seasonal collection. 
Indigo People & Bum Society!
Indigo People represented here with their beautifully indigo dyed woven scarves. 
And Bum Society, our newest obsession, with their artisan crafted brogues and boots. 
We are very grateful to have these stunning pieces to complement our newest creations.

PeppinoPeppino Team



Type 1 - The Workwear Chino
One of our best seller silhouettes, the Type 1, built in 100% cotton Italian selvedge denim in rinse wash, this season 

offered in Italian needle corduroy - dk navy and camel colorways.

The Workwear ChinoTYPE 1



The WWII US Navy Deck OverallTYPE 6

Type 6 - The WWII US Navy Deck Overall
Our iconic overall, the Type 6, epitome of gender less style, continues to be offered in 100% cotton Italian denim both in 
rinse and mid blue wash options. This season available also in Italian needle corduroy -  dk navy and camel colorways.



The French Workwear JacketTYPE 7

Type 7 - The French Workwear Jacket 
Our A-Line French workwear inspired jacket is coming back in both 100% cotton Italian denim, 

rinse wash and Italian needle corduroy - dk navy.



The Fatigue Denim PantTYPE 9

Type 9 - The Fatigue Denim Pant 
Modern take on US Army fatigue pant. Built in 100% cotton Italian denim 

offered in rinse and mid blue wash options.



The Selvedge Denim PantTYPE 18 SLIM

Type 18 Slim - The Selvedge Denim Pant 
The first of the new Type 18’s silhouettes, this new fit is slim, more tailored compared to our iconic relaxed version. 

Built in 100% cotton Italian selvedge offered in rinse and mid blue wash options.



The Selvedge Denim PantTYPE 18 RELAXED

Type 18 Relaxed - The Selvedge Denim Pant
Our Type 18 in our original relaxed fit. Built in 100% cotton Italian selvedge denim 

offered in rinse and mid blue wash options. 



The Selvedge Denim PantTYPE 18 OVERSIZE

Type 18 Oversize - The Selvedge Denim Pant
The last of the two new Type 18’s fits introduced this season. An exaggerated oversized silhouette, delivered with a 

nautical natural cord, allowing you to play with the waist for a closer fit. 
Built in 100% cotton Italian selvedge denim offered in rinse and mid blue wash options. 



The Deck JacketTYPE 28

Type 28 - The Deck Jacket
Shawl collar deck jacket inspired by WWII US Navy uniform. A classic and timeless style modernised by a feminine 
A-line silhouette. The shawl collar gives a sense of comfort and protection as the original version. Available in both 

100% cotton Italian denim mid blue wash and Italian needle corduroy - camel and dk navy colorways. 



The 50’s Carpenter PantTYPE 34

Type 34 - The 50’s Carpenter Pant
Authentic vintage Carpenter pant, an iconic utilitarian silhouette worn over the decades.
Available in 100% cotton Italian denim - rinse and mid blue wash options and in Italian 

needle corduroy - dk navy and camel colorways.



The 50’s British Army ParkaTYPE 54

Type 54 - The 50’s British Army Parka
Inspired by an original 50’s British Army Parka, capturing the same shape and functionality. 

Built in 100% cotton Italian Denim in rinse wash.



The 60’s Swedish Military AnorakTYPE 55

Type 55 - The 60’s Swedish Military Anorak
Our modern take on this Nordic silhouette worn by the Swedish Army in the 60’s. 
This layering piece is available in 100% cotton Italian needle corduroy in dk navy. 



The Newsies Oversize Tapered PantTYPE 58

The Newsies Oversize Tapered Pant
Bold in volume, big in style, these pants are a tribute to the turn of the 20th century’s newsies.

Available in 100% cotton Italian denim in mid blue wash and Italian needle corduroy in dk blue and camel.



The Berto ShirtTYPE 59

Type 59 - The Berto Shirt
Dutch farmer button down silhouette with straight hem and mock collar details. 

Crisp 100% cotton deadstock fabric in yarn-dye navy/white colorway.



The Railway Worker OverallTYPE 60

Type 60 - The Railroad Worker Overall
Newest addition to the PeppinoPeppino overalls collection. Worn by the railroad workers back in the days. Adjustable 

denim straps, buckle detail at back to cinch waist, button closure at sides. 
Available in 100% cotton Italian denim in rinse wash.



The Puffer Jacket & 
The Detachable hood

TYPE 61 / TYPE 62

Type 61 - The Puffer Jacket / Type 62 - The Detachable hood
Box quilted, cropped puffer shown here worn with our Type 61 detachable hood.

Compact and cozy, worn nicely under the Type 54 British parka or with any of our overalls.
Made of 100% nylon Italian shell and lining with poly fill interior. 



The Vintage Rugby Socks

The Rugby Socks
PeppinoPeppino has patterned with the Italian socks brand Heritage 9.1 to create unique and authentic socks - knee 

length - inspired by the ones worn by the rugby players in the ‘50. Made in Italy. 
Available in  2 sizes: 35-40 and 40-45 - and 6 color ways:

Red/Navy  *  Burgundy/Navy  *  Burgundy/Yellow  *  Navy/Off White  *  Red/Off White  *  Military Green/Off White
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